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Why economists disregard economic
methodology
Bruno S. Frey

1 INTRODUCTION

Economic methodology has been strongly influenced by philosophy. Indeed,
it can be considered to be a part of philosophy, as the normally used name
‘philosophy of science’ aptly conveys. The scholars engaged in this endeavour
often have been educated in philosophy or at lea st have strong philosophical
inclinations. They approach the subject in two steps: first they inquire what is
the ‘right’ way of doing economics according to what they consider to be the
‘scientific’ standard, and then they exhort the economic researchers to act
accordingly. Those who do not follow the principles laid down are considered
not to be real scholars or to at least have a character deficiency.
The result of this approach is an almost total split between what economic
methodologists prescribe and what economists do in their practical research.
The gap is so vast that economists do not even take the trouble to reject the
exhortations offered by the philosophers of science. They simply disregard
them.1
The p ict ure of preaching philosophers of science, and economists totally
disregarding them, is perhaps less surprising where fundamental issues are
concerned. It would be too naive to expect practical economists to change
co mp let ely because some ‘outsiders’ advise them to do so . An example would
be the sort of issues addressed by practical economists, which tend to be self
defined within economic science rather than being reactions to what may be
seen to occur in the ‘real’ world (see Frey and Eichenberger 1992). But the
advice offered by economic methodology is also disregarded when it comes to
specific research procedures. A pertinent example are the problems arising
when the ‘best’ econometric result is presented after having run virtually
thousands of estimates. The statistical tests, in particular the t-values, are
nevertheless presented as if the data had been used only once. This is mistaken
(see the special issue of the Journal of Economic Methodology 7, June 2000).
Another example is the interpretation of ‘statistical significance’ in empirical
economic research in terms of substantive importance (see McCloskey 1997).
A high t-value associated with an estimated parameter is taken to mean that
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the respective relationship reflects an important empirical connection in the
real world. Though modern economists are generally well-trained in statistics,
and therefore actually know that such an inference is mistaken, it is routinely
undertaken. It has been shown (McCloskey and Ziliak 1996) that a vast
majority of articles recently published in the leading economics journal, the
American Economic Review, interpret statistical significance as substantive
significance. As pointed out, economists indeed know better. How is it
possible then that they do not heed the methodological advice?

2 INCENTIVES FOR ECONOMISTS

Scholars in academia are strongly motivated by extrinsic incentives. Most of
them seek to pursue a career leading them to the top - a full professorship at a
good university - and a corresponding income. In addition they wish to enjoy
a good reputation and fame with their colleagues. This is not to say that
intrinsic incentives, i.e., an interest in research for its own sake, is unim
portant. But especially young scholars who have to establish themselves in the
profession are forced to first meet the externally imposed requirements with
regard to their career. In today’s world, there are only a few people who can,
and are willing to spend their lives as ‘Privatgelehrter’. In most countries, and
especially in the United States, academic success today depends on the
number of publications obtained in profession al journals, as well as on the
number of citations potentially generated by them and collected in the Social
Science Citation Index. A generally recognized ranking of journals exists in
economics. Only refereed reviews are considered acceptable; books are of
lesser importance, mainly because they are often less strictly refereed.
Over the last decades, the refereeing process has become increasingly
demanding (see Ellison 2000a). There is no way out: those who want to
succeed have to bow to the wishes of the journal referees.
A paper may be seen to be composed of two aspects:
1
2

The content of the article, in particular the basic idea and the contribution
to the academic discussion;
The formalisms, in particular the mathematical model by which the idea
is expressed, the ec on o metric technique with which the propositions are
tested, and the presentation which has to follow established rules.
Economists have to write in a terse st yle, are not allowed any deviations
from the main argument, and verbal ramifications or emotional
arguments are not tolerated.

Referees of economic journals devote most of their attention, if not all their
attention, to formalism and technicalities. The content of the article, and the
insights it provides for understanding the real world , are of secondary
importance. Many referees shun evaluating the content because this neces
sarily involves value judgements, which in modern economics are considered
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to be ‘unscientific’ because they are subjective. In contrast, the formal aspects
of a paper can be evaluated in a (seemingly) objective way according to the
rules of the trade. This is particularly important in a global market for
academic economists (see Frey and Eichenberger 1997), where it is increas
ingly difficult to know anything about the material content of an article.
Referees therefore resort to evaluating the formalisms (is the mathematical
model correct? Have the most advanced techniques been used for the
econometric estimates?) As a result, the length of time between first submis
sion and final acceptance has dramatically lengthened. Thirty years ago it was
at most 6 to 9 months, and today it is 2 or even 3 years.
The referees’ emphasis on formalism, and the relative disregard for relev
ance and originality, not only affects the submitters of papers but also has an
external effect on all scholars pursuing an academic career. They all have to
respond to the referees’ change of emphasis and are forced to spend increasing
amounts of time and effort on purely formal aspects of academic work. In
particular, most, if not all, of the time spent on revising the paper is directed
towards improving the mathematical model or the econometric estimates often with little or no improvement in actual content . An author has to meet
the demands of two, and sometimes three, referees. But it is quite unlikely that
a group of referees agrees that a specific innovative idea contained in a paper is
correct and worth being undertaken, not lea st of all because such new ideas
threaten the importance of the previous work by the experts acting as referees.
Original ideas are therefore difficult to get through the existing refereeing
process. This leads to a self-selection in terms of economics scholars engaging
in an academic career and in terms of papers b eing submitted. There is
considerable bias in the direction of formalistic papers making minor addition
to accepted knowledge (see e.g. Mayer 1993, Blaug 1997, Reder 1999).

3 THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS

I have argued that the advice offered by economic methodologists has no
effect on practical economic research, because academic economists are
forced to follow the dictates imposed by the referees in the publication
process. Incentives matter, an aspect serenely disregarded in the philosophy
of science. As long as the external incentives for scholars are as at present, the
preaching of economic philosophers is to no avail. The large gap between
economic methodology and economic practice will remain.
The relevant question is therefore: Are the demands placed on the authors
of papers by the referees as given or can they be changed? Or in other words:
Are the institutions governing the career of academic economists immutable
and, if not, how might they change? A look at other disciplines suggests that
many different institutional ways of organizing science are feasible. Especially
in the natural sciences, the referees impose much less severe requirements
for change, and accordingly the time between initial submission and final
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acceptance of a paper is considerably shorter (Ellison 2000b). But institu
tional variation exists also in the social sciences. In the United States, for
example, the law journals are run by (graduate) students - an arrangement
almost inconceivable for economists steeped in the traditions of their discip
line. The authors therefore have an incentive to write easily readable papers,
and to carefully put them into the context of existing knowledge in order
to have a chance of being accepted for p publication. It is however most
unlikely that economics journals by themselves change their requirements.
The presently existing institutional arrangements have evolved over decades,
and there are many forces maintaining the existing equilibrium. In particular,
those economic academics, who were successful in the system in the p a st ,
have a vested interest in resisting any change. They are interested in decrying
lower demands by referees as a lowering in academic standards. An institu
tional change in the publishing, and hence career requirements of economists,
must be induced from outside. The strongest influence will come from
technological innovations.

4 THE FUTURE OF ECONOMICS PUBLISHING
In the last 2 or 3 years, electronic publishing has had a considerable impact on
academic economics, but it may be speculated that its full impact is yet to
come. Most reputable economics departments and research institutes have
placed their working paper series on the internet , and are therefore publicly
available instantaneously and at essentially zero cost. Working papers differ
in an essential way from journal publications: working papers are not refereed
and can be put on the web . The technological change in the form of internet
publishing has opened up a new way of publishing one’s findings without
having to pass the entry barrier of the refereeing process. The monopoly
position of the journals is at lea st partly undermined because citations of
working papers are included in the Social Science Citation Index. Moreover,
any economics scholar, who wants to keep abreast of the newest develop
ments in his or her profession, mu st take the electronically published working
papers into account. The importance of working papers is therefore likely
to rise relative to journal publications. In the future, working papers will
probably be counted as part of the legitimate output of a scholar, and will be
relevant for career decisions.
If this institutional development indeed takes place, the way profession al
papers in economics are written will also change. Content, in terms of
contributing new insights, as well as originality, will become more important
than under the present refereeing system. Internet publishing opens up the
scope of publications and allows more innovative and unorthodox contribu
tions to be published and made known to the scientific community. The other
scholars, as prospective readers, will become aware of and exposed to these
ideas rather than being restricted to the articles published in refereed journals.
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In contrast, formalism for formalism’s sake, favoured by the present referee
ing system, will decrease in importance. At the same time, academic eco
nomics papers are opened to a broader public, including politicians and
public officials, via Internet publishing. This provides a stronger incentive to
academics to write papers which are of interest to practicians, and these are
certainly those which focus on content rather than on technicalities.
But how will the prospective readers will be able to choose between all
these working papers? Already today the output is huge, and it is virtually
impossible to digest the amount of literature, even in a narrow sub-field of
economics. One rather imperfect signal may be the quality of the department
or institute editing the working paper series. It is to be expected that some such
series impose an equally stringent refereeing process as applies to journals.
The next logical step is to formally establish e-journals, of which several
already exist in economics, and to guarantee the reader that papers will be put
out only if they meet the established journal standards. This is certainly
possible, but it robs the internet of one of its essential characteristics, namely
speed. The three to four rounds of revisions required from the authors would
lead to the essentially same slow publication (2 or even 3 years after
first submission) typical of today’s journals. Moreover, each scholar is free
to publish an early version of a paper on his or her home page, so that the
problem of having a no longer digestible flow of contributions remains
unsolved.
The interactive nature of the internet, however, offers new possibilities.
Journals by their very nature apply negative criteria. Of all the papers
submitted to them, they reject those papers whose quality they find to be
lacking. The Internet permits a posit ive approach. Quite some time ago ,
Gordon Tullock suggested (in personal communication with the author) that
in front of each paper put on the Internet a space should be left in which
readers could write their evaluation and critique of a paper. If a paper has
been positively evaluated by, say, sever a l Nobel Prize winners, other scholars
have an added incentive to read the paper. This solution also has its problems.
It assumes that ‘netiquette’ is observed, because otherwise such endorsements
by famous economists can be faked . The solution also works if anybody
faking an entry can be made liable.
The Social Science Research Network (www.ssrn.com) has chosen another
way ofranking their online papers. Full document downloads are counted for
each paper and the result is shown with the title of the paper. Thus, each
online search provides such a quantitative ranking. In addition, the papers are
assigned to network journals covering a wide range of economic topics. Each
journal offers its own ranking of top ten articles, and there is also a list of
overall ‘bests’.
Another solution is to have various levels of quality within each series, for
instance standard, bronze, silver and gold. This is the procedure envisaged by
the ‘Quality-Rated Journals of Economic Theory and Macroeconomics’, as
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described in The Economist, 5 August 2000: 71). Most articles will be
accepted in the standard class, but if the author is prepared to revise
according to the suggestions of the referees, he or she may move upwards.
As revisions still take as long as journals on paper, the ‘gold papers’
considered to be of highest quality by the editors and referees will also be
the most dated.
5 CONSEQUENCES FOR ECONOMIC METHODOLOGY

This paper advances two propositions, one concerning content, the other
concerning research strategy:
1

2

The advent of wide-spread Internet publishing reduces the stifling impact
of the refereeing process on the papers accepted and submitted to
journals. Economics scholars are less bound to devote a large part of
their time and effort on formalisms. They have more leeway to concen
trate on matters of content . This greater freedom also improves the
chances that the advice and suggestions proposed by economic metho
dologists are put into practice, provided they are of practical use for
research. The dominance of orthodoxy is reduced. But at the same time
the competition between papers is intensified, so that only methodologi
cal concerns held to be useful by practical economists have an impact on
the profession .
Economic methodology is only able to influence the practice of eco
nomics if it takes into account the incentives to which scholars are
subjected when they want to pursue an academic career and become
prominent. Incentives are transmitted by institutions; it is therefore
necessary for economic methodology to analyse how institutions work
and how they may change in the future. An attempt has been made here to
look at the publication process in economics, and the imp act the internet
might have on the incentives to write and to do research.
Bruno S. Frey
University of Zurich
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NOTE
1

As always, there are exceptions. When economists are getting on in age, they
sometimes feel an urge to engage in methodological considerations, but they are
often ill-equipped to do so (see e.g. Hahn 1992 and the criticism by Hargreaves
Heap 2000).
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